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About This Game

The year 2020 has arrived. A herd of fuckin' ugly reptilians are rushing from the outer space. Crime rate skyrocketed! United
States of America is ruined!

Therefore, The American government called Chin's grandson "Chin Jr." for the massacre of the reptilians. Chin Jr. is a killer
machine. Wipe out all 12 billion of the green scum!

However, in Washington D.C. there was a secret project in progress! A project to transform the President of the United States
into an ultimate weapon!

Game features

 Intense top down shooting action across America, sea and space

 Put your kung-fu skills to test against an endless alien invasion

 Compete for fame on the leaderboards

 5000 Steam achievements to earn
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Decorate your profile

 The achievements have alphabet icons consisting of 24 different fonts in 8 colors each
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Couldn't get coop to work with my friends no matter what we tried. Avoid it.. ING DO IT...IT RAPES YOUR SOCKS OFF.
this game is basically CnC VR and it's beautiful everything about it works, i don't know why people complain about the
movement its fine there' s nothing you could change to make it better from a Vive users perspective maybe there is in Oculus i
don't know. I like everything about it from the automated road attack system to the single unit strategic placement for ground
units also the vector system for all units works well too the graphics and animation are beautiful even on my 970 setup. i've had
this game 1 day and put 7 hrs play in ... to put that in perspective i've had creed 3 months and played it 2 hrs in summary this
game is worth every penny the devs are asking support these people they are going to do great things.. b-b-BOTNET
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AAA. Really good game, although alot of problems

Such as: People not being able to start the game without it crashing,game not saving any data during a playthrough of the
campaign meaning you have to playthrough it again,graphics cutting out,stupid AI

I played this game on the 360 8 years ago and it was really fun although some of the problems that ive listed were in it way
before the company that made the game went belly up,it's a shame that the devs didnt fix these issues for they had a good year
or two to fix it.

Dont forget to install the legacy driver alot of old games use it

Also the Multiplayer is not dead a few people made a discord and they get together there and there to have a good old macth of
multiplayer.

I would have given the game 9/10 8 years ago but now even since the company went belly and the fact that you have to use the
ancient legacy driver I give it a 7/10
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. this game really pisses me off
had it on mobile about 2-3 years ago but then i decided to buy it on PC because, well, why not. still a really fun
roguelike/dungeon game. Turn based hexy fun. Very accessible wargame but with plenty of depth and challenge :)
Easily sink a few days into this if you enjoyed stuff like HOI.... Holy♥♥♥♥♥♥ that was ♥♥♥♥ing awful.
Literally the worst RPG i've tried.. Nice to give us extra maps to use and do after the game + dlc. Longing for Talos 2.. This
game is horrendous.

I got to the first statuesque creature and could not get away. The blinking is awful, how quick the thing moves is awful. Just
awful.
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Ok for a free game but certainly wouldn't pay for it. I remember playing this many years ago on the original Wii. Thought the
PC version would be better, but its just as bad as I remember it.

No graphics options.
No game controller support.
No option to view or change conrtrols. Had to go pressing keys on keyboard till I could work out what key did what. ie weapons,
restart checkpoint etc.
Can't change user name. It automatically secects computer workgroup as name.
Heavy grunge sstyle music may not be to everybodys taste. But at least it can be turned off.. Flight Control HD is one of these
games that I'm willing to try because it seems easy and fun. It's not my type of game but being older made me more open
towards new genres. The first time I've reviewed it on Steam with a few words were in 2010. I'm not surprised that I had the
game since that time: I was probably influenced by the cheerful screenshots.

Your goal is to land aircrafts on the right path, avoiding also collisions between them. The more you advance, the more aircrafts
you'll have on your screen, and the more difficult it will be to manage everything. Also, you'll unlock new airfields: island,
jungle, snow (as part of an old Christmas stuff), circus (where you have to go through portals), etc..

It's very fun and makes you very aware of what is happening on your screen: some aircrafts are faster than others and it may be
a problem at one moment (if their paths are crossing each other). Also, they're coming from every part and they're also
different: choppers, big aircrafts, biplanes, military jets, etc.. You can easily spot them because of their shapes but also of their
different bright colors (that's also how you can spot the right lane to land). It's a true challenge to manage every one of them
once your screen is full of them.

Don't worry though for a collision, you're warned about them: the aircrafts are circled with red and you have, if I remember
correctly, a little alarm going off. Also, you're warned from which side they're coming.

With a perfect landing, you'll be rewarded by a text in different languages, congratulating you. Everything is done to make you
proud and also to encourage you to keep the good work.

The graphics are very colorful and simple and it's perfect for that type of game. Besides, the soundtrack is very cheerful.

Flight Control HD is really a little good game on PC, even if I can see the potential of it on any tablet or mobile device.
However, while the game is for everyone, I can also understand that some players will be frustrated by the collisions and the
repetitive gameplay: you're landing aircrafts by making them follow a path, praying that no other will cross them unless you
decide that it's worth a shot given the speed of each vehicle.

I've played the game a lot for the achievements. I remember mainly one not unlocking despite being sure to have met the
requirements but I suppose that it wasn't clear enough for me, or it was my English, or it was just the wrong use of words.

As I've said, the game was released in 2010. The game is still fun to play today, however, after a little search, the PC version is
the less updated: the Android/iOS applications have more content or were at least updated until 2015. The Mac version has an
exclusive map too.

I had fun with that game and I never regretted that purchase.. I'll first review the game itself and then this "remastered".

The Last Express:
is an old adventure (point and click) game set on the Orient Express in 1914, few days before the beginning the first World
War, during its last journey. Just like other games of this genre, you will spend a lot of time exploring, talking, collecting and
solving puzzles and I know that you may think that being limited to just a train isn't much, but The Last Express has something
rather unique: the adventure is in real time, events, characters and places will follow a timeline, being in a place at a specific
time will allow you to talk to or do something that before or after it's not possible. Time is at the center of the game, there are
many bad ending and ways to die and when one or the other happen, the time will reset back to when you made your last bad
choise allowing you to try something else.

The Remastered:
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adds wide-screen support*, Steam achievements and cards, cloud saves, increased quality for HUD icons and texts, better
inventory, extras (like characters' biography) and a new "hint" system. Sadly the graphics have not been touched (this was to be
expected as the game is not in 3D, it's a classic 2D adventure with 3D pre-rendered backgrounds, and the characters are
practically high-quality animated gifs) and there are signs that this is a port from the mobile version of the game, nothing
incredibly annoying but, well, you'll notice what I mean when you'll play it, maybe.

*While you can play the game on any modern wide screen without graphic distortions, the game's visuals will still be centered
and cut down to the same sizes they were in 1997.

Conclusion:
The Last Express Gold Edition is a great classic adventure game and a good Remastered: play it, I don't think you'll be
disappointed (if you like the genre, of course).. It's ok for what it is, worth the $2 I paid. It's a 2d isometric Mount and Blade
dumbed down as far as you could go.

The design problems are severe. You will get to max level about 20% through a playthrough. The skills say you can upgrade
your troops but at max level they still lose in equal numbers to enemy mobs who don't have a commander. Playing with the
actual combat system or using most of the active skills in untenable. You will only ever be spamming "super slash" which kills
mobs, or "flurry" which cripples commanders. This is mainly because you are made of glass and are barely a match for normal
troops in a straight fight while enemy commanders can fight outnumbered 50:1 for minutes at a time.

It's an extreme grind with little to keep you engaged. There is no diplomacy, character building, kingdom management,
equipment, or story.. Boring. Cliche RPG nonsense.. LOVE this game. Awesome gameplay and plus it is only Early Access who
nows how much better it will be. I am a HUGE RTS Game fan and this is some NEXT LEVEL gameplay right here. +100000.
This Game, albeit simple, is very atmospheric...very....

This is a very well rounded game and is the first of its kind to actually make me jump...even when i knew i was coming...the
banging from a nearby room as if someone were trapped and then the footfalls in an empty hallway only given away by what
looked like movement from the edge of a doorway...

Props to the Devs....the only game to ever make me feel uncomfortable...and cause me to make a small bowel movement when i
didnt expect it.

Very enjoyable.

And well worth the price too. Nice dungeon crawl similar to Trove, Strategy is a must, I like the crafting and summoning
advancements. Learned quickly to allocate xp for new spells then skills, overall a fun game.
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